
 

GRADE I           Summative  Assignment – I(2018-19)   SUB:COMPUTER 

Q1. Choose  the correct answer. 

1. A monitor looks like a _________. 

     a. television               b. mobile phone    c.tab 

2.  The CPU is the ______ of the computer. 

      a. heart    b. brain     c. stomach 

3. The __________ helps a computer to think and to work. 

      a. monitor    b. CPU     c. mouse 

 4. Machines  are made by_________. 

      a. animals         b. people    c. birds 

 5. A computer works very __________. 

     a. fast    b. slow      c. wrong 

6. A _____________ is a smart machine. 

     a. mixer       b. computer    c. fan 

7. A desktop is a computer we keep on a __________. 

    a. table     b. book     c. car 

8. We can ___________ games on a computer. 

     a. play     b. drink     c. eat 

9. Computers are used at___________. 

     a. school     b.home    c. both 

10.  _____________ need electricity to work. 

      a. Bicycle     b. Book    c. Computer 



Q2. Write true or false 

1. Mummy can cook food on a computer.       [       ] 

2. Ali can draw and color pictures on a computer.                  [       ]  

3.  A keyboard has on one button.                [       ]    

4. We can use a mouse to draw pictures  on a computer.              [       ] 

5. A mouse has two wheels.                 [       ] 

6. A monitor has a screen.      [       ] 

7.  A computer has two keyboards.     [       ]  

8. A computer is a machine.      [       ]  

9. Machines do our work quickly .     [       ] 

10. We can type and read on a computer.    [       ] 

Q3. Fill in the blanks. 

[ mistakes,  CPU,  desktop,  easy, brain, read, television, listen, sums, play ] 

      1. Machines make our work   ______________. 

      2.  A computer does not make ______________. 

      3. A ______________ is a computer we keep on a table. 

      4. We can solve ______________ on a computer. 

      5. We can ______________ to music on a computer. 

      6. We can ______________ games on a computer. 

      7. We can type and ______________ on a computer. 

      8. A monitor looks like a ______________. 

      9. The CPU  is the ______________of the computer. 

      10. The ______________ helps a computer to think and to work.  



Q4. Match the following.        

  Keyboard  

    Printer 

  Speakers 

  CPU 

  Mouse  

  Monitor 

 

Q5.Join the dots and colour it.                                

                 



Q6.Circle the bigger one.       

          

 

Q7.Label the parts of  a computer. 

[ monitor, mouse, speakers, keyboard,CPU] 

 


